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Murder Most Unladylike 2016-02-25

a super special 10th anniversary edition of the first gripping award winning mystery starring schoolgirl detectives daisy wells and hazel wong with a new
introduction from the author and bonus short story the first marvellous murder mystery in the bestselling murder most unladylike series ripping good fun the times
plotting is what sets this book apart telegraph at deepdean school for girls daisy wells and hazel wong have set up their own detective agency but they are
struggling to find any real crimes to investigate unless you count the case of lavinia s missing tie which they don t then hazel discovers the science mistress miss bell
lying dead in the gym to add to the mystery when she and daisy return five minutes later the body has disappeared now hazel and daisy not only have a murder to
solve they have to prove one happened in the first place enormous fun irish times a skilful blend of golden era crime novel and boarding school romp top class financial
times i absolutely loved it susie day

Murder Most Unladylike Ebook Bundle 2022-09-08

discover the million copy bestselling and multi award winning series with this ten book collection daisy wells and hazel wong are pupils at deepdean school for girls
best friends and detectives or at least they would be if they could find any interesting cases to solve then the body of their teacher miss bell is discovered in the
school gym and the girls must put their detective skills to the test at last from a murder mystery in a london theatre to a mysterious death on the orient express a
dastardly kidnapping in hong kong to their most perilous case on the river nile daisy and hazel can crack any case includes murder most unladylike arsenic for tea first
class murder jolly foul play mistletoe and murder death in the spotlight a spoonful of murder top marks for murder death sets sail cream buns and crime

A Spoonful of Murder 2022-11-08

hazel and daisy find themselves embroiled in a mystery while in hong kong and one of them winds up on the suspect list in this gripping sixth novel of the murder most
unladylike mystery series when hazel wong s beloved grandfather passes away daisy wells accompanies her best friend and detective society vice president to hazel s
family estate in beautiful bustling hong kong but when they arrive they discover something they didn t expect a new baby brother for hazel hazel and daisy think a
surprise sibling is enough to be getting on with but where they go mystery always follows and when tragedy strikes very close to home this time hazel isn t just the
detective on the case she s been framed for murder now the girls must work together to confront dangerous gangs mysterious suspects and sinister private
detectives to solve the murder and clear hazel s name before it s too late

Murder Most Unladylike 2014-06-05

when daisy wells and hazel wong set up their very own secret detective agency at deepdean school for girls they struggle to find any truly exciting mysteries to
investigate unless you count the case of lavinia s missing tie which they don t then hazel discovers the science mistress miss bell lying dead in the gym she assumes it
was a terrible accident but when she and daisy return five minutes later the body has disappeared now hazel and daisy not only have a murder to solve they have to
prove one happened in the first place determined to get to the bottom of the crime before the killer strikes again and before the police can get there first naturally
hazel and daisy must hunt for evidence spy on their suspects and use all the cunning and intuition they can muster but will they succeed and can their friendship stand
the test
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Mistletoe and Murder 2019-09-17

originally published london puffin books 2016

Top Marks for Murder 2023-07-25

daisy and hazel return to their beloved deepdean school for girls only for a murder to put the school under threat of closure in this gripping eighth novel of the
murder most unladylike series daisy and hazel are finally back at deepdean and the school is preparing for a most exciting fiftieth anniversary celebration plans for a
weekend of festivities are in full swing but in the detectives long absence deepdean has changed daisy has lost her popularity crown to a fascinating new girl and
many of the detective society s old allies are now their sworn enemies then the girls witness a shocking incident in the woods close by a crime that they re sure is
linked to the anniversary as parents and alumni descend upon deepdean decades old grudges rivalries and secrets begin to surface and soon deepdean s future is at
stake can the girls solve the case and save their home

Death in the Spotlight 2023-04-11

hazel and daisy step into the spotlight to find the stage is set for murder in this thrilling seventh novel of the murder most unladylike mystery series hazel wong and
daisy wells return to london to face an entirely new challenge acting danger has a nasty habit of catching up with the detective society though and it soon becomes
clear that there is trouble waiting in the wings at the rue and when one of the cast members is found dead the friends and investigative partners must work together
to untangle the web of jealousy and threats that surround them to catch the culprit before the curtains rise on opening night and the murderer returns for an encore

Arsenic For Tea 2016-02-25

the second murder mystery in the bestselling murder most unladylike series a delight the agatha christie style clues are unravelled with sustained tension and the
whole thing is a hoot from start to finish daily mail a feelgood blend of malory towers and cluedo stevens has upped her game in this new volume telegraph
schoolgirl detectives daisy wells and hazel wong are at daisy s home fallingford for the holidays daisy s glamorous mother is throwing a tea party for daisy s
birthday and the whole family is invited from eccentric aunt saskia to dashing uncle felix but it soon becomes clear that this party isn t really about daisy at all
naturally daisy is furious then one of their party falls seriously mysteriously ill and everything points to poison with wild storms preventing anyone from leaving
or the police from arriving fallingford suddenly feels like a very dangerous place to be not a single person present is what they seem and everyone has a secret or
two and when someone very close to daisy looks suspicious the detective society must do everything they can to reveal the truth no matter the consequences the
second book in robin stevens fabulous wells and wong schoolgirl detective series think st trinians mixed with miss marple these are thrilling books for tween
detectives who adore solving dastardly murders jolly hockey sticks and iced buns for tea guardian

A Murder Most Unladylike Collection: Books 1, 2 and 3 2016-09-22

when daisy wells and hazel wong set up their very own secret detective agency at deepdean school for girls they struggle to find any truly exciting mysteries little
do they know that in the months that follow mystery and murder will never be far away and when hazel discovers the science mistress miss bell lying dead in the gym
the detective society is determined to get to the bottom of the crime then soon afterwards there s the incident at daisy s family home fallingford where a guest falls
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mysteriously fatally ill and when the summer hols come round there s a thrilling ride on the famous orient express and the girls first locked room murder case
discover the first three books in this amazing series murder most unladylike arsenic for tea first class murder and follow daisy and hazel s fantastic adventures

Once Upon a Crime 2021-08-05

a thrilling new short story collection in the number one bestselling award winning murder most unladylike series featuring six marvellous mini mysteries including four
original brand new and never seen before stories the case of the second scream set aboard the ship carrying daisy and hazel back from hong kong the case of the
uninvited guest uncle felix and aunt lucy s wedding is the target for an unlikely threat the hound of weston school the junior pinkertons investigate a mysterious
arrival the case of the deadly flat introducing hazel s little sister may who s determined to be the greatest spy ever the case of the missing treasure the detectives
crack fiendish codes to catch a daring thief who is targeting london s famous museums the case of the drowned pearl murder follows the detective society wherever
they go even on holiday the perfect book for all detective society fans and avid readers of the murder most unladylike series praise for murder most unladylike ripping
good fun the times plotting is what sets this book apart telegraph enormous fun irish times a skilful blend of golden era crime novel and boarding school romp top
class financial times i absolutely loved it susie day

First Class Murder 2018-04-17

on holiday with hazel s father daisy and hazel secretly investigate a murder on the orient express rushing to solve it before another murder occurs or someone else
finds the killer

Murder Most Unladylike 2024-06-06
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daisy and hazel take their detective skills to the nile river in egypt in this thrilling ninth and final novel in the murder most unladylike series daisy wells and hazel
wong are in egypt taking a cruise along the nile they are hoping to see some ancient temples and a mummy or two what they get instead is murder also travelling on
the ss hatshepsut is a mysterious society called the breath of life a group of genteel english ladies and gentlemen who believe themselves to be reincarnations of the
ancient pharaohs three days into the cruise their leader theodora miller is found dead in her cabin stabbed during the night it soon becomes clear to daisy and hazel
that theodora s timid daughter hephzibah who is prone to sleepwalking is being framed after all within the society everyone has a reason to want theodora dead
daisy and hazel leap into action to investigate but this will prove to be their most difficult case yet and with more danger than ever all around this time only one of
the detective society will make it home alive

Death Sets Sail 2023-11-21

fans of miss fisher s murder mysteries and enola holmes will love the first five books in the exciting wells wong historical mystery series now available together in
one collectible paperback boxed set daisy wells and hazel wong both have a penchant for solving mysteries in fact outspoken daisy is a self described sherlock holmes
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and she appoints wallflower hazel as her own personal watson when they form their own secret detective agency the only problem there is nothing to investigate at
the perfectly proper deepdean school for girls they both attend or is there follow daisy and hazel as they put their deductive skills and friendship to the test to
solve a series of murders most unladylike involving a teacher s disappearing body a poisoning at a high society tea party a sinister slaying aboard the orient express
a brutal bully s demise at their school s bonfire night and a holiday homicide in the stairwells of cambridge this entertaining paperback boxed set includes murder is bad
manners poison is not polite first class murder jolly foul play mistletoe and murder

A Murder Most Unladylike Mystery Collection 2022-03-01

join daisy and hazel on their fourth murder mystery ripping good fun the times thrilling guardian as they return to deepdean for a new school term daisy wells and
hazel wong are faced with some big changes for one there s a new head girl elizabeth hurst and a team of prefects and these bullying big girls are certainly not good
eggs then after the fireworks display on bonfire night elizabeth is found murdered many girls at deepdean had reason to hate elizabeth but who might have committed
such foul play could the murder be linked to the secrets and scandals scribbled on scraps of paper that are suddenly appearing around the school and with their own
friendship falling to pieces how will daisy and hazel solve this mystery top class financial times a delight daily mail

Jolly Foul Play 2016-03-24
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the start of a thrilling new world war two mystery series from the number one bestselling and multi award winning author of murder most unladylike robin stevens is
agatha christie for children katherine rundell on the murder most unladylike series superb observer absolutely thrilling louie stowell 1940 the world is at war and
a secret arm of the british government called the ministry of unladylike activity is training up spies enter may wong courageous stubborn and desperate to help end
the war so that she can go home to hong kong and leave her annoying school deepdean behind forever may knows that she would make the perfect spy after all grown
ups always underestimate children like her when may and her friend eric are turned away by the ministry they take matters into their own hands masquerading as
evacuees they travel to elysium hall home to the wealthy verey family including snobby dramatic nuala they suspect that one of the vereys is passing information
to germany if they can prove it the ministry will have to take them on but there are more secrets at elysium hall than may or eric could ever have imagined and then
someone is murdered join may eric and nuala in the first unputdownable book in a fast paced mysterious and adventurous new series from million copy bestseller robin
stevens

The Ministry of Unladylike Activity 2022-09-29

take one last dive into the pages of hazel s casebook and solve six new mini mysteries in this short story companion to the internationally bestselling murder most
unladylike series between their high profile murder mysteries daisy wells and hazel wong tackle many other cases like the case of the second scream on the high seas
and the case of the uninvited guest at uncle felix and aunt lucy s wedding they compete with the junior pinkertons to solve the hound of weston school and humor
hazel s tagalong little sister in the case of the deadly flat they even put their code cracking skills to the test to catch a thief in the case of the missing treasure
and find their holiday interrupted by murder in the case of the drowned pearl these riveting new mini mysteries are perfect for fans and budding members of the detective
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society

Once Upon a Crime 2024-07-09

a thrilling murder most unladylike mystery specially written and published for world book day 2020 daisy wells and hazel wong are best friends schoolgirls and
detectives and wherever daisy and hazel go a mystery is sure to find them on holiday at the seaside with their friends george and alexander they discover a body on
the beach they soon realise this is antonia braithwaite a famous swimmer nicknamed the pearl who was due to compete at the berlin olympics next month it appears she
has accidentally drowned in the sea but it s odd that this should happen to such a strong swimmer even more mysteriously she smells not of the sea but of pears
soap rushing back to their elegant hotel daisy and hazel discover three suspicious guests who all had reason to murder antonia praise for the murder most
unladylike mysteries this is that rare thing a series that gets better with every book telegraph thrilling guardian a total delight metro

The Case of the Drowned Pearl: a Murder Most Unladylike Mini-Mystery 2020-02-20

of all the mysteries that hazel and i have investigated the case of the deepdean vampire was one of the strangest it was not a murder which was a pity but i did solve
it very cleverly and so i decided it ought to be written down so that other people could read it and be impressed camilla badescu is in the fifth form and has pale skin
dark hair and red lips she comes from romania which is practically transylvania she doesn t eat at meals and she seemed to have an unhealthy influence over another
pupil amy jessop now i do not believe in vampires i am the honourable daisy wells after all but when i heard the rumour that camilla was seen climbing head first down
a wall i knew it was time to investigate

The Case of the Deepdean Vampire: A Murder Most Unladylike Mini Mystery 2016-09-08

i am the honourable daisy wells president of the detective society one of the greatest detectives ever known and also a fourth former at deepdean school for girls
violet darby one of the big girls recently asked me to solve a most puzzling romantic mystery i knew i d be able to crack the case and i did in just a day and a half it
was one of my greatest triumphs hazel wong my vice president and best friend is telling me that this is boasting but it is also the truth hazel didn t believe i would
have the patience to write the account of it but of course she was wrong i did write it down and it came out very well i now therefore present to you the case of
the blue violet

The Case of the Blue Violet 2016-02-04

a collection of short stories for budding detective society members daisy and hazel invite you to discover their untold stories daisy wells and hazel wong are
famous for the murder cases they have solved but there are many other mysteries in the pages of hazel s casebook from the macabre case of the deepdean vampire to
the baffling case of the blue violet and their very first case of all the case of lavinia s missing tie just like daisy and hazel s cases there s more to this book than
meets the eye including brilliant mini mysteries including two brand new and never seen before stories daisy and hazel s own tips tricks and facts this is the perfect book
for agatha christies in waiting and fans of the award winning bestselling murder most unladylike series
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Cream Buns and Crime 2017-03-23
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a gripping mini mystery from the bestselling author of murder most unladylike i the honourable daisy wells have decided to give an account of another mystery the
detective society has faced in recent weeks it was very exciting and very heroic and i was very brilliant and brave a daring thief has been robbing london s most
famous museums when daisy s birthday treasure hunt leads them into the path of the culprit daisy and hazel realise where they ll strike next the british museum with
help from their friends and rivals the junior pinkertons the girls must crack codes unravel clues and race against time to solve the mystery

The Case of the Missing Treasure: a Murder Most Unladylike Mini Mystery 2019-03-07

a thrilling mini murder most unladylike mystery specially written and published for world book day 2020 daisy wells and hazel wong are best friends schoolgirls and
detectives and wherever they go mysteries will find them while on a seaside holiday with their friends george and alexander the detective society discover the body of
famous swimmer antonia braithwaite nicknamed the pearl on the beach everyone presumes that she drowned accidentally but how could such a famous swimmer have
struggled to swim even more mysteriously three guests at the girls hotel all wanted antonia dead can the detective society solve this mystery or will they sink
under the pressure praise for the murder most unladylike mysteries this is that rare thing a series that gets better with every book telegraph thrilling guardian a
total delight metro

The Case of the Drowned Pearl 2020-02-20

the second thrilling and unputdownable mystery starring a new generation of the detective society from the million copy bestselling author of murder most
unladylike robin stevens march 1941 britain is at war and a secret agency called the ministry of unladylike activity is training up children as spies because grown
ups always underestimate them enter may eric and nuala courageous smart and the ministry s newest recruits may s big sister hazel has arranged for them to stay on
a quiet street close to the ministry home to an unlikely collection of people thrown together by the war and it is in the basement of the bombed out house at the end
of that street that they discover something mysterious something that was not there when the blitz wreckage was first combed through something that has been
placed there recently a body could this be the missing ministry spy that daisy wells is on a dangerous mission in france to find or could it be someone else someone a
resident of the street wanted silenced

The Ministry of Unladylike Activity 2: The Body in the Blitz 2023-10-12

my name is ted spark i am 12 years and 281 days old i have seven friends three months ago i solved the mystery of how my cousin salim disappeared from a pod on the
london eye this is the story of my second mystery this summer i went on holiday to new york to visit aunt gloria and salim while i was there a painting was stolen
from the guggenheim museum where aunt gloria works everyone was very worried and upset i did not see what the problem was i do not see the point of paintings even if
they are worth 9 8 million perhaps that s because of my very unusual brain which works on a different operating system to everyone else s but then aunt gloria was
blamed for the theft and aunt gloria is family and i realised just how important it was to find the painting and discover who really had taken it
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The Guggenheim Mystery 2017-08-03
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the second thrilling and unputdownable mystery starring a new generation of the detective society from the million copy bestselling author of murder most
unladylike robin stevens march 1941 britain is at war and a secret agency called the ministry of unladylike activity is training up children as spies because grown
ups always underestimate them enter may eric and nuala courageous smart and the ministry s newest recruits may s big sister hazel has arranged for them to stay on
a quiet street close to the ministry home to an unlikely collection of people thrown together by the war and it is in the basement of the bombed out house at the end
of that street that they discover something mysterious something that was not there when the blitz wreckage was first combed through something that has been
placed there recently a body could this be the missing ministry spy that daisy wells is on a dangerous mission in france to find or could it be someone else someone a
resident of the street wanted silenced

The Ministry of Unladylike Activity 2: The Body in the Blitz 2023-10-12
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two friends form a detective agency and must solve their first murder case in this sharp witted debut publishers weekly starred review that is the first adventure in a
brand new middle grade mystery series set at a 1930s boarding school daisy wells and hazel wong are best friends at deepdean school for girls and they both have a
penchant for solving mysteries in fact outspoken daisy is a self described sherlock holmes and she appoints wallflower hazel as her own personal watson when they
form their own secret detective agency the only problem they have nothing to investigate but that changes once hazel discovers the body of their science teacher miss
bell and the body subsequently disappears she and daisy are certain a murder must have taken place and they can think of more than one person with a motive
determined to get to the bottom of the crime and to prove that it happened before the killer strikes again hazel and daisy must hunt for evidence spy on their suspects
and use all the cunning scheming and intuition they can muster but will they succeed and can their friendship stand the test previously published as murder most
unladylike in the uk

Murder Is Bad Manners 2015-04-21
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a collection of short stories tips and tricks on being a detective from the author of murder most unladylike
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Cream Buns and Crime 2017-03-23

a collection of wintery crime and mystery stories by thirteen of the most exciting and diverse authors in children s books today co edited by serena patel the award
winning author of the anisha accidental detective series and by robin stevens author of the bestselling murder most unladylike series
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The Very Merry Murder Club 2021-10-28
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